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Abstract

Esoon Ko, Philip Andersson

Denna studie undersöker två olika metoder för dialoghanteringssystem för
att uppnå dynamiska yttrande i mänskliga-robot sociala interaktioner. Detta
gjordes för att avgöra om Robot Assisted Language Learning (RALL) är lämp-
lig som en lösning till den nuvarande situation i Sverige angående lärarbrist inom
SFI. Ett tillvägagångssätt som tagits är ett urvalsbaserad med användandet av
ett dialogträd med sentence embedding medan det andra tillvägagångssättet
är genom Neural Network där två olika modeller tagits fram; en transformer
modell och en seq2seq modell. Resultat från användartest visar att båda imple-
mentationerna inte var särskilt framgångsrika. Dock utfördes den urvalsbaserade
metoden bättre än Neural Network metoder och är lovande för framtida forsk-
ning. På grund av att resultaten inte nått en tillfredsställande prestationsnivå
och förekomsten av billigare virtuella utbildningsverktyg kanske inte är RALL
den mest lämpliga lösningen för den nuvarande situationen i Sverige gällande
lärarbrist inom SFI, men visar potential som en långsiktig lösning.
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Creating Dynamic Robot Utterances in
Human-Robot Social Interaction

Comparison of a Selection-Based Approach and a Neural Network Approach on Giving Robot
Responses in Conversations

Esoon Ko, Philip Andersson

Abstract—This study examines two different approaches to dialogue management system in order to achieve dynamic utterances in
human-robot social interactions. This was done in order to determine whether Robot Assisted Language Learning is viable as a
solution to the current teacher shortage situation in Sweden. One approach is a selection-based approach with the use of a dialogue
tree with sentence embedding while the other approach is a neural network approach with two different models; transformer and
seq2seq. Results from the user testing show that both implementations were not particulary successful, although the selection-based
method performed better than neural network approaches and shows promise for future research. Due to the results not reaching a
satisfying level of performance and the existence of cheaper virtual education tools RALL might not be the most appropriate solution for
current day Sweden but is promising as a long-term solution to the continuing trend of teacher declination and increasing labor costs.

F

1 INTRODUCTION

Language learning through the use of robots is a field
that is seeing an increase in interest. Robot assisted lan-
guage learning, or RALL, aims to help develop language
skills through the use of robots and provides additional
benefits compared to other virtual teaching applications
that are limited to the virtual space. One project in the
field of RALL is the Collaborative Robot Assisted Language
Learning (CORALL) project which is worked on by KTH
Royal Institute of Technology and Furhat Robotics. Through
CORALL, the robot Furhat has been developed as a robot
conversation leader aimed at face-to-face interaction with
human users.

One field of application to RALL is as an educational
conversation leader for language studies which is the sub-
ject and focus of this thesis. Through Furhat as a social
robot, CORALL aims to contribute to the Swedish language
education for immigrants. Robot conversation leaders as a
language studies tool might greatly benefit a country like
Sweden that has seen an increase in immigration since
the beginning of the 21st century. Furhat in areas such as
language cafes as a conversation leader could help improve
the language capabilities of students.

Furhat in it’s current iteration is based on a network
of possible dialogue utterances without consideration for
user input with the aim of continuing the conversation.
This paper will explore possibilities in making the dialogue
choices Furhat makes into a dynamic process that takes user
input into consideration. This will be done through two
different approaches of machine learning.

2 BACKGROUND

Furhat, developed by Furhat Robotics and KTH under the
CORALL project, is a social robot that communicates with
human users in a face-to-face manner with the capabilities
of speech, listening, conveying vocal and facial emotions
and eye contact. Due to the 3D projection of a mask on

the robot’s face, any facial appearance and emotion can be
shown to the users which can make the experience personal.
Moreover, the head of the robot can maneuver thanks to a
motor-servo being fitted within the robot’s neck. The robot
could be used in varied situations that require personal
assistance such as language education.

RALL is of importance and relevance in Sweden, that
has seen a surge in immigration since the beginning of the
21st century, with 2016 being the year where immigration
has been the highest with over 163 000 immigrants. [1] This
coupled with the country’s already low amount of teachers
will create a large demand for educational provider for
Swedish language. [2]

During the recent influx of refugees and immigration,
the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions
(SKL - Sveriges Kommuner och Landsting) created an ac-
tion proposal for managing the teacher shortage within the
Swedish language instruction for adult immigrants (SFI -
Svenska för Invandrare). [3] The action proposal shows
the increase in participants in SFI from less than 40 000
participants year 2000 to right below 140 000 students in
year 2015 with prognosis of around 180 000 participants
year 2020. [3] According to SKL, around 2 000 new teachers
are needed from 2017 forward in order to meet the rise in
students. [3] This goal has not been achieved however, as the
amount of teachers in SFI has only increased by 90 between
2017 and 2018. [4] Moreover, according to an analysis made
by the Swedish Council for Higher Education(UHR), the
amount of new applicants to higher education in teaching
decreased by 5% year 2017 compared to the previous year,
making the goal of 2000 new teachers harder to achieve. [5]

To be precise, according to statistic collection from the
Swedish National Agency for Education (Skolverket), SFI
had 36 741 participants 2000 while SFI had 138 386 partic-
ipants year 2015, which is an increase of 277%. [4] Despite
this, the actual increase in participants in SFI has not reached
the amount prognosed by SKL, as by year 2017 SFI took in
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Fig. 1. Graph adapted from Skolverket’s statistic and SKL’s prognosis for
participants in SFI [3] [4]

163 175 participants, which is less by 10 000 to the prog-
nosis. [4] Nonetheless, participation in SFI is continuously
increasing and the amount of new teachers is not enough to
satisfy the demand.

One complementary area of language education aimed
at teaching Swedish as a second language is language cafés.
Language cafés are set up for participants to practice a
secondary language in an informal and relaxed environment
through interactive conversation with other participants. A
conversation leader can be present during the language
cafés with the role of facilitating active participation. This
type of environment might be suitable for RALL with the
goal for the robot being to continue the flow of the dialogue.
The CORALL project is currently working with using Furhat
as a conversation leader in a language café setting and it is
this environment that will be the basis for this study as well.

A more efficient and inexpensive method of providing
language education through language engineering is hoped
to be achieved with the use a robot conversation leader such
as Furhat. As Furhat’s dialogue system is not completed and
a dynamic utterance capability of Furhat is desireable, this
study aims to continue work on the Furhat robot and its
interaction capabilities towards human users.

In order to explore Furhat and RALL in the form of
robot conversation leader as a partial solution to the cur-
rent situation in Sweden different approaches in dialogue
management can be examined. One approach will utilize
pre-existing resources from previous studies on Furhat
and will be based on rules and selection through nearest
weighted responses. The other approach will be based on
neural networks trained from conversations. By examining
two different approaches to dialogue management, a better
understanding of which approach is more suitable for the
situation is hoped to be gained.

3 SCIENTIFIC QUESTION

The aim of this study is to compare a selection-based ap-
proach and a neural network approach in creating dynamic
robot utterances in human-robot social interaction in order
to get a better understanding of whether RALL as an edu-
cational tool is a viable solution to the current shortage of
Swedish second language teachers in Sweden.

The hypothesis to be tested is that a selection-based
approach will successfully respond with dynamic robot

utterances in human-robot social interaction in a better
manner than neural network approach and that RALL as an
educational tool is a viable solution to the current shortage
of Swedish second language teachers.

In order to understand the possibilities of machine learn-
ing in dynamic robot utterances two different approaches
are taken. The selection-based approach uses a pre-made
dialogue tree with possible utterances that are handcrafted
and picked through sentence embedding and nearest neigh-
bors, which takes into consideration the dialogue history
through history weighting. A neural network approach is
also used with two different methods, the first being a
seq2seq recurrent neural network with attention, and the
second being a transformer neural network with attention
and feed forward.

How acceptable the results from these approaches are
will depend on human opinion. Therefore evaluation will
occur through qualitative data with user response in order
to evaluate whether the implemented approach is deemed
more engaging for the user.

The dialogue between Furhat and human users will
be conducted in a text-to-text basis in this study; a text-
based user interface format wherein Furhat will output its
answers in text format. Thus recognition of other human
behavior such as facial recognition or voice recognition will
be omitted in the study. Focus will instead solely lie on the
dialogue management system.

The results will then be used in order to discuss whether
RALL is appropriate as a learning tool in the current situa-
tion of shortage in second language teachers in Sweden.

3.1 Challenges
A substantial challenge of the study is that users have differ-
ent experiences regarding what they consider engaging con-
versation. Therefore it is difficult finding a proper method
of measuring the performance of Furhat as a conversational
agent. Other challenges that follow the study is whether the
different dialogue style states or conversation topic states
that the robot cycles through gives good enough indicators
that they are deemed as adequate and relevant.

3.2 Relevance to the subject of Computer Science and
Industrial Management
This task ties into the field of language engineering and
explores methods of creating dynamic dialogue possibilities
within RALL. Moreover the task evaluates the potential for
the methods to be used in future RALL related works to
improve interaction between language learning robot and
participants. It is of relevance as it explores two different
approaches to dialogue management; one being more hands
on and confined within rules and the other being more
hands-free. This is of interest as it will explore which ap-
proach is more effective in creating an open-ended conver-
sational robot. This study might also be of benefit for the
primary stakeholder Furhat robotics and CORALL project
for their research.

The socioeconomic aspect of this study will focus on
the current situation of Sweden regarding immigration and
the increased need for automation within the language
education sector. Due to the high amount of those with
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demand of Swedish second language learning and the high
deficiency of teachers, the task is primarily of interest to
the Swedish educational sector. However, due to the situa-
tion not only being isolated to Sweden the interest applies
to both organizations seeking efficient methods of second
language education and to users seeking inexpensive and
effective alternatives to language educations compared to
preexisting alternatives.

4 THEORY

4.1 General Theory
4.1.1 Dialogue systems
In dialogue systems the standard architecture includes an
automated speech recognizer, a natural language recognizer,
dialogue state tracker, dialogue response selection, natural
language generator and a text-to-speech generator [6] [7].
The speech recognizer and natural language recognizer
handle user input which is then interpreted and analyzed
accordingly. The state tracker and response selection then
uses the input and history of inputs in order to manage
the general flow of the dialogue according to the current
state. The natural language generator and text-to-speech
generator handles output to the user. [6]

There are two classes of dialogue systems, the first
being task(or goal)-oriented wherein the main purpose of
the interaction with the system is to make it perform a
certain action(eg. book a flight or find directions to a certain
address). The other class consists of the so called chatbots
which are designed to keep an extended conversation with
the user [8].

4.1.2 Nearest Neighbors
Nearest neighbors is a non-generalizing machine learning
method with the underlying principle to find a predeter-
mined amount of samples that are closest in distance to a
new selected point. [9]

4.1.3 Beam search
When generating a sentence sequentially the best solu-
tion is usually not to greedily take the most promising
candidate word. However, creating all possible candidate
sentences and then ranking them is both time and memory-
consuming. Beam search is a variation of a breadth-first
search, where instead of exploring all possible states at each
level, the partial solutions are rated according to a given
search heuristic. A fixed number of the most promising par-
tial solutions are then selected for further evaluation. This
process repeats until a sufficient(as assigned by the heuristic
metric) solution has been found or a predetermined search
depth has been reached. For sentence generating tasks this
is equivalent to setting a maximum sentence length on the
possible candidates.

4.1.4 Recurrent Neural Networks
Recurrent neural networks(RNNs) are a type of neural net-
work for processing sequential data of arbitrary length. At
a given timestep t the RNN takes as input the data point
associated with t as well as a hidden state vector. The hidden
state is dependant on the output of the RNN at the previous
timestep t − 1. This creates a feedback loop which acts as a
simple form of memory for the network.

4.1.5 Second language learning
Language theory has been included in order to gain in-
sight on linguistic method choice for this study. Learning
Through Interaction: The Study of Language Development
by Gordon Wells delves into early language development
and methods deemed important for it to occur.

According to Wells, the importance is stressed on interac-
tion through conversation, specifically sequential structure
of discourse where participants of a conversation take turn
in speaking without much overlapping or leaving long
periods of silence [10, pg.26-27]. Another point of interest
that was brought up is for the conversation to stay on
topic rather than frequently shifting topic. This is due to
participants in the conversation observing a “cooperative
principle” where they expect cooperation to their conver-
sational contribution to the topic [10, pg.30]. According to
Wells, this holds even in casual conversation that may lack
topical continuity as they are necessarily not incoherent and
participants do not have difficulty following the topic [10,
pg.30].

4.2 Previous Related Studies
4.2.1 Sequence to Sequence Modeling
Cho et al and Sutskever et al describe a model(commonly
referred to Seq2Seq) that can map a sequence of arbitrary
length into another sequence of a different length. The
model consists of two recurrent neural networks(RNNs).
[11] [12]

The first RNN, called the encoder, reads the input se-
quence ”X1X2...Xt” token by token. After each step the
hidden state vector is updated and propagated to the next
step. The final hidden state(represented as C in figure 2)is
then used as the input to the decoder. The decoder then
outputs a probability distribution over the entire vocabulary.
The token with the highest probability is then used as the
input for the next time step. This process is repeated until
the output token is a special end-of-sentence token or a
maximum length has been reached.

Vinyals & Le developed a Neural conversational model
based on this sequence to sequence modelling. Their model
takes as input a context sentence and then trains the model
to generate the following response sentence. They trained
their models on a domain-specific IT-helpdesk dataset and
a open-domain dataset consisting of movie subtitles. The
model trained on the open-domain dataset was able to
generate simple and basic conversations but usually failed
on being consistent throughout the dialogue. [13]

Bahdanau et al proposed a method to improve the
Seq2Seq-framework by adding a attention mechanism in-
stead of using a single fixed size context vector between the
encoder and the decoder for the entire decoding process.
This attention mechanism creates a new context vector for
each time-step. This new context vector is computed as the
following, let hhh = (h1, ..., hn) were hj is the hidden state
after encoding the jth word in the input sentence, si is the
current hidden state of the decoder. The new context vector
is then computed as the following.

ci =

n∑
j=1

aijhj
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Fig. 2. The encoder reads the embedded input sequence ”X1X2...Xn”
and produces a fixed size context vector. The decoder takes the con-
text vector, the output of the previous time-step and the embedding
of the previously selected token. producing the next token in the out-
put sequence (potentially of a different length of the input sequence
”Y1Y2...Ym”). Adapted from [11].

The values of aaa = Softmax(Linear(si ∗ hhh)). This makes it
possible for the model to learn how to search for relevant
parts in the input sentence when generating the next token
yt. [14]

4.2.2 Transformer Neural Network
Another model architecture for producing sequences of
variable length is the transformer model as presented by
Vaswani et al. This model like the Seq2Seq-model is also
based on an encoder-decoder structure. The encoder(lefts
side in figure 3) takes as input an embedded sequence of
tokens (x1, ..., xn) and outputs a vector for each token in
the input zzz = (z1, ..., zn). The decoder then takes zzz and
the target sequence to output a probability distribution over
the vocabulary. The model also utilizes positional encoding,
which makes it possible for the network to differ between to-
kens that are repeated multiple times in the input sequence.
This is achieved by having a unique vector for each position
in the sentence. These vectors have the same dimension as
the embedding vectors so that they can be summed together.
[15] The three arrows entering the Multi-Head Attention
block in figure 3 are the same arrows as V, K, Q in 4. To
facilitate the residual connections (adding the input of a
operation to the back to the output output) in the model.
The dimensions of the different linear layers in the model
is limited to values which makes the output have the same
dimension as the input.

In multi-head attention the three inputs Q, K and V
is linearly projected into h(which is a hyperparameter)
number of heads 4. Then for each of these smaller heads
the attention is calculated according to equation 1. Then the
heads are concatenated together and passed through a final
linear layer.

Attention(Q,K, V ) = Softmax(
QKT

√
dk

)V (1)

Where dk is the dimension of the vector K.

Fig. 3. Computational graph of the Transformer model. The encoder- and
decoder layer can be stacked sequentially. The Transformer makes its
calculation for every token in a sequence in parallel. The model is made
aware of the tokens position in the sequence by the use of positional
encoding(vectors unique for each possible position in the sequence).
The decoder uses the entire target sequence to predicted the next
token. The target sequence is masked to prevent the model from utilizing
information from tokens ahead of the token it is trying to predict.Adapted
from [15].

4.2.3 Embeddings from Language Models

Normal word embedding grants representation to words
although context is not given. Embeddings from Language
Models(ELMo) is a deep contextualized word embeddings
model which alleviates this problem by generating embed-
dings based on context. [16] This is achieved by mapping
sentences to vectors of real numbers that represent context.
[16]

This study uses a pre-trained ELMo model trained on
many different languages by HIT-SCIR consisting of Wanx-
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Fig. 4. Computational graph of multi-head attention. The inputs Q K V
is linearly projected with h different set of weights. The attention values
are calculated in parallel and the results concatenated and finally linearly
projected again. Adapted from [15].

iang Che, Yijia Liu, Yuxuan Wang, Bo Zheng and Ting Liu.
[17] For this study the Swedish trained model was used.

The pre-trained ELMo model by HIT-SCIR uses a two
layer bidirectional long short-term memory(BiLSTM a vari-
ant of RNN) network as its basis and the hidden state is
given as following:

h
(LM)
i = BiLSTM (LM)(h

(LM)
0 , (ṽ1, ..., ṽn))i

The output of a convolutional neural network over dif-
ferent characters being ṽi in the equation.

The ELMoi is then computed through summing and
scaling different layers of the hidden state h(LM)

i,j with the
score sj and the scaling factor γ as the following:

ELMoi = γ

L∑
j=0

sjh
(LM)
i

where the number of layers is given by L, i.e L = 2 due to
it being a two layer BiLSTM network.

4.2.4 Furhat Robot Interaction Styles
This study is a continuation of a preexisting study Robot
interaction styles for conversation practice in second lan-
guage learning by Olov Engwall, José Lopes and Anna
Åhlund. The pre-existing study on Furhat robotics exam-
ined human conversation leaders’ method of facilitating
language cafe sessions. This was used as a basis to construct
the robot moderators strategies. The study also explored
how the strategies were to be implemented in the robot
moderator in order to optimize the practice for learners [18].

The study tested four strategies; interviewer, narrator, fa-
cilitator and interlocutor. The interviewer strategy required
more initiative from the robot but the focus was put on the
user. In this strategy the robot would address one partici-
pant at the time with a string of short direct questions. The

robot takes more initiative in the narrator strategy as well
but the focus is rather put on the robot, as the robot will
share its opinions or knowledge to the users. The facilitator
strategy has the robot facilitate dialogue between the users
while not interfering as much as possible, therefore giving
more initiative and focus to the users. The interlocutor
strategy is a blend of the other three strategies as the robot
invites users into dialogue while giving comment and input
to user responses [18].

However, in the study the strategies were locked during
the conversation and the robot would not switch between
different strategies during the duration of the conversation.
Once the topic is done the robot could choose a new topic
within the same strategy. This means that if the robot was in
the interviewer strategy the robot would continue on with
the strategy despite users trying to put more focus on the
robot. Likewise, if the robot assumes the narrator strategy,
the robot would accept user input but ignore its contents
[18].

The study also delves into how different people per-
ceives the robot depending on their cultural origin. Learners
experience and level in the target language also plays a
big role in how the learners see the robot as they have
different expectations and demands to challenge them. As
such, a robot that can adapt to its participants based on
the history of the conversation could make the conversation
more successful. [18].

5 METHODS

Since the task will be done on a text-to-text basis it will
be investigated by focusing on the dialogue state tracker
and dialogue policy of the dialogue system. Users will
communicate with the robot through a console in which the
user is to give input as directed. Other human behaviors
such as voice and facial recognition will not be included in
the study and will not affect the result. Each method will
use different data-sets and implementations.

Findings from the linguistic theories will be imple-
mented in all methods. Focus will be put on Furhat trying
to lead the conversation according to sequential structure of
discourse, making sure users alternate. The tracking of who
last gave response/input and how many times someone
actively participate in the conversation will be implemented
in order for better encouragement of contribution to the
conversation. This is achieved by a user tracker module that
keeps track of the amount of times a user responds. The user
tracker functions by assigning a probability for the tracker to
switch user based on equation 2 where PX is the probability
that the next utterance is directed to participant X . nx is the
total number of speaker turns uttered by speaker X .

P1 =
n2

(n1 + n2)
(2)

All code has been implemented using Python due to the
pre-trained ELMo model being easily integrated in python
and due to one of the author’s experience in PyTorch, an
open-source machine learning library for Python.

5.1 Selection-Based Method
The selection-based method is based on the previous work
on Furhat and uses Furhat’s pre-made dialogue tree for
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Fig. 5. Example of Furhat’s state with next level of possible utterances.

possible utterances. All utterances, including user responses
are embedded and through nearest neighbors the selection
occurs. A dialogue history is kept that gives history weight-
ing.

5.1.1 Data
Data for Furhat’s possible utterances is taken from Furhat’s
existing dialogue tree. The tree consists of 127 ”states”,
each with possible utterances in different dialogue styles
with follow up utterances and transitional states. All in
all, there are 769 utterances in total that Furhat can choose
from. Utterances and states are saved in nodes that refer
to follow up utterances, states that the utterances belong to
and transitional states as shown by figure 5.

Since the ELMo model that is used for the study is pre-
trained no training data was necessary. For this study the
Swedish model was used. [19]

5.1.2 Implementation
Regarding rules for the dialogue system, it will try to keep
the conversation to follow selected topic and its sub-topics
until there are no possible utterances in line with language
theory. In order for the dialogue to keep the conversation
relevant to the topic but retain a certain degree of flexibility,
an utterance filter has been implemented that gives out valid
transitional utterances depending on a few factors. Follow-
ing a selected topic and sub-topic has been implemented by
limiting the dialogue systems possible utterances to follow
the dialogue tree. However, dialogue styles that dictates
the personality of the utterances are ignored in order for
the dialogue system to give a more dynamic response in
accordance to user input. Therefore, utterances are firstly
limited to the next level follow-up utterances and utterances
in the next level transitional states without limitation to
dialogue styles. Once a branch has been exhausted the
dialogue system will transition to another topic through the
state of ”change topic”. In order for the dialogue to come to
a conclusion, time is added in as a factor where the dialogue
system is set to terminate the dialogue with an appropriate
utterance from the state ”end” once a given time has passed.

If Furhat’s utterance contains a transition of users in
the form of ”<attend.right>”, ”<attend.left>” or ”<at-
tend.other>” the proper transition is made to the correct
user that overrides the formula.

Sentence embedding is achieved by importing the pre-
trained ELMo model through the Embedder object provided
by the ELMo package. User input is tokenized in the sim-
plest form by separating with whitespace delimiters and
sent to the embedder along with utterances that are filtered

out by the utterance filter. Once embedded, nearest neigh-
bors with the default Minkowski metric is applied where 5
closest utterances are selected and then softmax is applied
on their distance, to produce a probability distribution over
the possible utterances. This distribution is then sampled
from to select a single utterance.

5.2 Neural Network Generative Methods

5.2.1 Data & Training procedure

The dataset used for all neural networks was the DailyDialog
dataset [20], which contains transcribed everyday conver-
sation. The DailyDialog dataset is split into a training-set
containing 11118 dialogues, a validation-set and a test-set
containing 1000 dialogues each. All of these utterances were
split into pairs of a statement and its following response.
The neural networks were then trained to produce the
response utterance given the preceding statement.

Pairs which had a statement or response containing
more then 100 tokens were removed to lower the mem-
ory requirements of the models. All duplicate pairs were
removed which have a total of 68015, 6992, 6688 examples
in the training, validation and testing set. All values that
could be interpreted as a float or integer was replaced with
a ’<NUMERIC>’ token. Tokens which occurred less than
five times in the training set were replaced with a token
’<UNK>’, symbolizing unknown words. The final vocab-
ulary contained 8895 tokens. a start of sentence ’<SOS>’
token was added to the beginning of all sentences and an
end of sentence ’<EOS>’ was added to the end. The start of
sentence token is then used as the first input to the decoder
modules when generating sentences.

Both models were evaluated on the validation-set after
every epoch of training. The training continued until five
consecutive epochs had passed without the evaluation loss
improving.

The models were trained in mini-batches of size 16.
In the various attention layers the padding was masked
by setting the weighting of them to 0. The rest of the
hyperparamters were selected by first experimenting with
different combinations on a small model. The combination
of hyperparameters which performed the best on the vali-
dation set were then scaled up to utilize all of the available
GPU memory during training.

To create a final coherent sentence as output when test-
ing the models beam search was used with a beam size of 25
and a maximum sentence length of 50. The search heuristic
used was the average log-probability of all the tokens in the
generated sentence.

5.2.2 Recurrent Seq2Seq

The Sequence-to-sequence model consists of three parts the
encoder, the decoder and an attention module.

The encoder consists of multiple layers of bidirectional
Gated-Recurrent-Units (a type of Recurrent neural net-
work). For every token in the input sentence the encoder
produces two hidden states, one from the forward-passing
GRU and one from the backward passing. The final hidden
state of the forward and backward pass were concatenated
and then passed through a fully-connected layer so the
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Fig. 6. The encoder reads the sequence once from left to right and once
from right-left. All of the partial results for each position is concatenated
and passed to the decoder.

⊕
symbolizes concatenation

Fig. 7. The decoder takes the outputs from the encoder and a hidden-
state from the previous time-step(the final hidden state of the encoder for
the first token) and calculates a context vector. The recurrent unit uses
the hidden state and the embedding of the previously generated token
concatenated with the context vector and outputs a probability distribu-
tion for the next token and a hidden state.

⊕
symbolizes concatenation

dimension of the encoders hidden state would fit the de-
coder’s hidden state. At every time step of the decoder the
attention module takes in all hidden states of the encoder at
every time step of the input as well as the decoders current
hidden state. The attention module produces a probability
distribution over all the outputs of the encoder. this prob-
ability distribution is multiplied with the outputs of the
encoder to create a weighted version of the encoder outputs.

The decoder consists of a single-layered one directional
GRU, a fully-connected layer and a final softmax layer
which produces a probability distribution over the entire vo-
cabulary. For every time step the decoder takes in the token
and the hidden state from the previous time-step together
with the the weighted encoder outputs, the token is em-
bedded and then concatenated with the weighted encoder
outputs. This concatenated vector is passed into GRU as its
input together with the hidden state. The output of the GRU
is then concatenated with the weighted encoder outputs and

the original embedding and then passed through the final
fully-connected layer. The input token to the next time-step
was the token with the highest probability (as assigned by
the model) 25% of the time and 75% it was the real token
taken from the target response (known as teacher-forcing).

The encoders GRU-units consisted of three layers. The
encoders hidden state dimension was chosen to be the
same as the decoders hidden dimension which was 512. the
embedding size was 100, and dropout was applied with
a probability of 0.5 between all layers. The final model
contained a total of 30, 614, 519 learnable parameters.

5.2.3 Transformer Model

The positional encoding layer was implemented in the same
way as the original Transformer paper as the following
equations. [15]

PE(pos,2i) = sin(
pos

100002i/dmodel
)

PE(pos,2i+1) = cos(
pos

100002i/dmodel
)

dmodel is the inner dimension of the model which is the
same as the dimension for the embeddings. pos is the order
in the sentence and i is the position along the embedding
dimension.

The dimension of the embeddings and thereby the model
was chosen to be 512. The number of heads in the multi-
headed attention mechanism was 8. The inner feedforwad
layers had a dimension of 400. Both the encoder and decoder
was stacked with 8 identical layers of their respective type.
The final model contained a total of 40, 943, 551 learnable
parameters.

5.3 Evaluation

How well the different dialogue systems respond to users
will depend on human perception and opinion. Due to the
subjective nature of the result, evaluation of the result will
have to occur through human interaction and the result
gained would have to be of qualitative data. Evaluation
will be achieved from the user’s perspective in deciding
the capabilities of Furhat as a conversation leader and a
conversation partner through a form-based questionnaire
which is to quantify the data. Capabilities include be-
haviour, cohesiveness, responsiveness, taking initiative and
sharing conversation space. Through evaluation on these
capabilities Furhat’s engagement and ability to adapt could
be gauged.

During testing of the different dialogue systems the au-
thors noticed that both neural network models gave similar
results and responses which were not very active but rather
passive. Therefore, a separate focused user testing on the
selection-based approach is done.

In the user form evaluation 6 questions were asked; 3
questions on the dialogue system as a conversation partic-
ipant and 3 questions on the dialogue system as a conver-
sation leader. The questions are presented in the following
table:
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Question number Question asked
Chatbot as a conversation participant

1 How would you rate the chatbot’s behaviour as a
conversation participant?

2 How would you rate the chatbot’s cohesiveness as
a conversation participant? Did the chatbot stay
cohesive to the topic or did the chatbot trail too
much? An example would be the chatbot staying
on the relevant topic.

3 How would you rate the chatbot’s responsiveness
as a conversation participant? Did the chatbot
respond cohesively and satisfactory to your an-
swers and questions? An example would be if a
chatbot answers ”i like football” to your question
”Do you like football?”

Chatbot as a conversation leader
4 If the chatbot took the initiative, was it cohesive

and relevant to the subject at matter?
5 If your or your partner took the initiative, was it

handled positively by the chatbot?
6 Did the chatbot give ample conversation space

between you and your conversation partner?

The answer to each question is given as a single digit
between 1 to 5 where 1 represents negative experience and
5 represents positive experience. If the user wished to leave
other comments they were free to do so.

5.3.1 Approach To User Tests
For general evaluation on all three dialogue systems 4 par-
ticipants were asked to participate in testing of the different
dialogue systems. The test was conducted by participants
interacting with each dialogue system and lasted 5 minutes
for each system. After each test the participants were then
asked to fill out the questionnaire form.

As noted before, extensive focused test was done on
the selection-based dialogue system in order to thoroughly
examine the dialogue system’s capabilities. For this test
8 participants were asked to interact with the dialogue
system that took 10 minutes per dialogue. After the test the
participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire in the
same format as before.

Due to the selection-based method using pre-made ut-
terances in the Swedish language, the conversation for
the method were held in Swedish. In the neural network
methods the English language is chosen as the conversation
language due to the dataset being in English.

6 RESULTS

User evaluation questionnaire answers were compiled into
easy to read charts in order for a better understanding of
the general standpoint users had in interacting with each
model.

Example transcripts from user interaction with each
models are also included in the results in order to ensure
qualitative evaluation purposes. An example transcript of a
5 minute interaction with each dialogue system is included.

Lastly, the focus testing results of the selection-based
dialogue manager were compiled into several charts for in
depth analysis on user experience.

Fig. 8. Statistic over results from the 5 minute tests. Each color repre-
sents each method with each point being the averaged user score on
each question.

6.1 Results From The General User Testing

Results from the general user testing were compiled into
a chart where each line represents each method with the
average user score for each questions as shown in fig 8.
This was done to give a quick glance over which method
performed better over each question.

In notable comments regarding interactions with the
neural network models, users remarked that the dialogue
systems would often repeat certain phrases such as ”I don’t
know”.

6.2 Example Transcripts

The following is an example transcript from the selector
based dialogue system:

Dialogue System: På ett språkcafé kan man prata om
nästan vad som helst. Vad skulle ni vilja prata om?
User 1: Fika.
Dialogue System: Vi kan ju börja tala om olika språk.
User 2: Absolut, vilka språk kan du?
Dialogue System: Vilket land kommer du ifrån, partici-
pants.left.name?
User 2: Sverige.
Dialogue System: Där har jag inte varit, men jag har fak-
tiskt rest en hel del. Till konferenser och utställningar. Jag
var på en utställning i London om robotar i framtiden.
User 1: Låter spännande.
Dialogue System: Vad saknar du mest från partici-
pant.left.country?
User 2: Jag saknar kylan som mest.
Dialogue System: Vad tycker ni två är det bästa med
Sverige?
User 1: All god fika som finns nära till hands.
Dialogue System: Vad tycker du om vädret i Sverige?
User 2: Det är skönt året om enligt mig.
Dialogue System: Många tycker att det är kallt på vin-
tern, men inte jag. Jag har ju min pälsmössa.
User 2: Mysigt, själv har man oftast en halsduk på.
Dialogue Manager: Oj, nu är tiden ute. Tack för att ni
pratade med mig.

The following is an example transcript from the trans-
former neural network dialogue system:
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User 1: hello.
Dialogue System: nice to meet you, mr. smith.
User 2: nice to meet you too!
Dialogue System: you’re welcome.
User 2: How is the conversation going?
Dialogue System: i’m not sure.
User 1: I think it’s going well!
Dialogue System: you’re welcome.
User 1: what do you like to do?
Dialogue System: i’m not sure.
User 2: Wanna talk about the world?
Dialogue System: i don’t know.
User 2: I think we should talk about the world!
Dialogue System: what do you mean?
User 1: well, i like to travel around the world. do you
like to travel around the world?
Dialogue System: yes, i do.
User 2: That’s great to hear! I prefer to travel via plane
Dialogue System: I’m glad to hear that.
User 1: where have you traveled to?
Dialogue System: i ’m not sure.
User 2: Have you travelled nation wide or world wide?
Dialogue System: yes, i did.
User 1: when did you travel?
Dialogue System: i’m not sure.

The following is an example transcript from the Seq2seq
neural network dialogue system:

User 1: hello
Dialogue System: good morning , mr. smith.
User 2: good morning to yourself.
Dialogue System: good morning, mr. smith.
User 1: i ’m not having a very good morning.
Dialogue System: what do you mean?
User 1: i am feeling sad today.
Dialogue System: how much is it?
User 2: 10 pounds.
Dialogue System: thank you very much.
User 1: aren’t you going to ask me why i’m feeling sad?
Dialogue System: no, i don’t think so.
User 2: how much do you prefer?
Dialogue System: <NUMERIC>dollars.
User 1: i think you are a bit rude to me.
Dialogue System: thank you. much.
User 2: why are you rude?
Dialogue System: i’m not sure.
User 1: are you mad at me?
Dialogue System: yes, i do.
User 2: why are you mad?
Dialogue System: i’m not sure.
User 1: what do you want from me?
Dialogue System: i’d like to have a hamburger.
User 2: what kind of hamburger?
Dialogue System: you have a bench warrant.
User 1: what do you mean?
Dialogue System: i don’t know how to do.

Fig. 9. Statistic over results from 10 minute tests on the selection based
dialogue manager. User scores are represented by each color.

6.3 Results From The Focus Testing On The Selection
Based Dialogue Manager
The results from the focus testing on the selection based
dialogue manager were compiled into a chart with each
color representing a scale of 1 to 5 as shown in fig 9.
Notable comments given were that the dialogue system
would sometimes ignore user input or that the dialogue
system could favor one user over the other.

7 DISCUSSION

An analysis on the results will be conducted in order to
evaluate and discuss its significance in the computer science
field and social economics.

7.1 Comparison Between The Two Approaches
It is obvious that the selector based dialogue system gives
a more coherent experience albeit only slightly according
to user evaluations. Moreover, looking at the transcripts
shows the benefits of pre-made utterances compared to
the neural network approach regarding bringing up topics
to the dialogue. Furthermore, utterances from the selector
based dialogue system allows the dialogue system to bring
new information to the dialogue. On the other hand what
the selector based system makes up for in a more interesting
conversation it lacks in being consistent in responding with
the most suitable answer. This is evident in the transcript
where the system could ignore the user suggestion and
not recognizing the user answer and responding appropri-
ately. The neural network approaches do not follow a pre-
determined path but their answers are unsatisfying as they
often respond with generic common phrases such as ”I don’t
know”. In this regard, all three dialogue systems faced prob-
lems in cohesiveness and providing an appropriate answer
to user input. This might have to do with shortcomings in
the implementation.

7.2 Evaluation of Selection-Based Approach
The extended test on the selection-based method shows
some promise as users are somewhat positive to Furhat in
regard as a conversational partner. Most users felt that the
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method stayed cohesive to the given topic and responded
well to user input. However, as fig 9 shows the selection
based method might take positive initiative but is lacking
regarding reacting to user initiative and giving ample con-
versation room for its participants.

One interpretation of this result is that the method in
its current iteration is moderately successful in coming up
with suggestions and giving acceptable responses to user
reactions. However, due to the limited form of the dialogue
tree and the possible utterances the method is limited to, the
method is not as well suited to handle user initiated topics
if the given topic is out of range for the current possible
utterances. An example would be the dialogue manager
selecting the utterance ”Vi kan ju börja tala om olika språk.
(We can talk about different languages)” despite the user
suggesting to talk about fika (Swedish coffee break).

7.2.1 Data
Training the ELMo model instead of relying on the pre-
trained model might have yielded better results. However,
data on Swedish dialogue exists in the form of movie
subtitles or forum discussion and can not be deemed close
enough to real human interaction to be considered viable.
Despite this, the possibility of a better result through differ-
ent data cannot be disregarded.

7.2.2 Alternative methods within the Selection-Based Ap-
proach
Different rule-sets could have been implemented to render
other results. One such area is the possible utterances the
dialogue system can take. In its current iteration, dialogue
styles are ignored and the dialogue system can skip to
adjacent branch nodes in order to gather possible utterances
within the same level. Restricting possible utterance by
following dialogue styles could possibly result in better
cohesiveness and relevance to the dialogue. This approach
was not taken however, in order to allow the dialogue
system to give more dynamic utterances based on user
input.

An example of ignoring dialogue style would be
the possibility of the dialogue system uttering ”<ges-
ture.smile>Trevlig att träffas, (partcipant.left.name) och
(participant.right.name)!”. The utterance asks for both par-
ticipants name despite the names not being mentioned be-
forehand and Furhat not knowing the names. However, the
benefit of a more dynamic dialogue system is more apparent
in figure 5 where user input of ”I like soccer” could lead to
a utterance that is more appropriate to the subject such as
”Jag tycker om fotboll. Vet ni att det finns världsmästerskap
i fotboll för robotar?”(I like soccer. Did you know there
is a world championship in soccer for robots?) instead of
utterances within the given dialogue style of Interviewer.

If dialogue selection among possible utterances was
more reliable the approach taken in this paper would be
suitable. However, in the current situation of unreliable
sentence embedding, a more restricted dialogue tree path
could have yielded more relevant results.

Another viable method is to implement a keyword spot-
ter that would scan user-input for keywords before the
sentence embedding phase. If the keyword spotter picks up
any phrases it could then choose the most appropriate topic

based on the keyword which would then act as possible
utterances for the dialogue manager to select from.

7.3 Evaluation of Neural Network Approach
The neural network models take on a very passive role
in the conversation. They do not take initiative and prefer
to simply answer questions. This behaviour is most likely
undesirable when creating a dialogue system for language
cafe’s and it does not fit any of the four dialogue-styles
presented by Engwall et al. The behaviour may be a conse-
quence of the misalignment between the objective function
(generate the most probable response) and the real objective
of the chatbot (interesting and engaging conversation) as
described by Vinyals & Le.

The parameter selection for the neural networks was
limited by the available memory of the GPU used during
training. Larger models would have most likely been able
to achieve slightly better results.

The authors’ judgment is that the models have overfit,
as they often greet a ”Mr. smith”. However, the training loss
and validation loss did not differ greatly, which leads the au-
thors to believe that a larger and more diverse dataset would
have benefited the models. Another point of possible im-
provement is the final selection of the generated responses.
During the experiments the most probable response gen-
erated was chosen. However, these usually turned out to
be simple uninteresting responses such as ”i don’t know”
and ”yes, i do”. A different selection mechanism or search
heuristic could possibly be able to select more of the in-
teresting responses. Potentially, another network could be
trained to select among the possible utterances although this
approach would be harder to train as one single network
since multiple complete sentence have to be generated for
every instance of a training sample.

7.4 Alternative Approaches
The selection-based approach could be further improved by
being based on an Markov Decision Process or a Partially
Observable Markov Decision Process that could change the
dialogue state based on a multitude of factors. The rules
could be based on linguistic studies highlighted from this
study. If this approach is taken, further complexity could
be implemented on matters of decision making by having
turn-taking, subject changing, dialogue style deciding and
selecting topics a part of the decision process. Each state
the decision process is in could have probabilities leading to
another state with user input being handled with the help
of a keyword spotter. Each state could limit the possible
utterances from which the dialogue manager could then
decide through a selection-based process. However, one
challenge facing such an approach would be the necessary
data needed for the probabilities in the different transitions.
This could be solved through services such as Amazon
Mechanical Turk, which is a crowdsourcing marketplace
where human interaction with the dialogue system can be
outsourced. Another method is to set the dialogue system
to interact with another dialogue system instead of a human
user.

The biggest challenge faced with these other methods is
that they require hefty amounts of training data, take time
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or require other fields of expertise which increases the scope
of the task to fit in the given time-frame and resources.

In order to add more complexity to the dialogue system
long-term history could be implemented where the system
remembers previously given information to better provide
answers to the user.

7.5 The Socioeconomic Aspect

Regarding whether RALL could be applicable to the current
shortage of Swedish second language teachers there are
other factors that have to be examined. What is clear in
the current situation of Sweden is the increase in demand
of Swedish language learning as a secondary language
education while the “supply” is lagging as evident in SKL’s
analysis on the lack of teachers in SFI. The reason for the
difficulty in meeting this demand is that language education
requires competency and knowledge that takes a long time
to achieve. Either new teachers have to be educated, which
takes a long time or teachers in other sectors have to be re-
educated which would drain resources from other sectors
that also face deficiency in the amount of teachers. This
disparity between demand and supply takes the form of
demand surplus. In traditional economics, the consumer
would be willing to pay more for the product/service
and the supplier would meet that demand by producing
more, slowly coming to an equilibrium. However, since
the government pays for the “product” and increasing the
supply takes time, this equilibrium is not as easily achieved.
RALL can in this situation be perceived as a “substitution
product”.

The benefit of RALL in this situation is that once devel-
oped, RALL can be deployed to necessary areas in less time
than educating new teachers depending on the required
hardware and how effective the production line for said
hardware is. Moreover, compared to educating new teach-
ers, RALL require far less training cost and time. In the case
of the government, gathering additional training data will
be relatively simple due to the scale of operation. However,
RALL’s drawbacks must also be considered. RALL might
incur a high initial investment and steady maintenance cost.
Furthermore, RALL does not guarantee positive results to
the end user experience, as shown by the study. Long time
and investment might be required to achieve a satisfying
result which does not help with Sweden’s short term need.

A far less expensive and less cumbersome alternative to
RALL are virtual agents accessible through more common
means such as smartphones or computers that are already
possessed by students, or an existing resource within SFI.
Virtual educational tools are not limited to the hardware
restrictions of RALL and do not require installation and
maintenance in the sense that RALL does. The effectiveness
of virtual educational tools compared to that of RALL is
a different discussion and can not be answered without
additional evidence.

7.5.1 SWOT Analysis
Based on the discussion on aforementioned findings,
RALL’s appropriateness as a solution to the current situation
can be analyzed using the SWOT analysis that explores
internal and external factors that affect a given product or

service. A SWOT analysis for RALL as a short-term solution
is done separately to a long-term SWOT analysis. This is
done in order to determine whether RALL is suitable for
current conditions and if it would be viable in the long-term.

Strengths of RALL include the possibility of providing
a more immersive education experience which could be
positive for the users’ ability to learn Swedish as a second
language. Moreover, when developed, RALL can be manu-
factured and set up faster than educating new teachers. This
is to RALL’s advantage due to the opportunity, consisting
of the void in supply side in Swedish second language
education due to the demand on more teachers but less
applying to become teachers. However, the current result
of the study’s dialogue manager is not satisfying enough
to be deployable, which is a weakness. Moreover, in order
to achieve a satisfying result more time and resources are
needed. This is a disappointment as it enlarges other threats
such as virtual education tools and re-educating teachers for
second language learning. This is especially relevant due to
the faster development/training time required.

STRENGTHS

1) Can provide a more immersive education experi-
ence compared to virtual education tools.

2) Can be manufactured faster than educating teach-
ers.

3) Maintenance cost is lower than the cost of employ-
ees.

WEAKNESSES

1) Results from the thesis are not at a satisfactory
level.

2) Could take time and resource to achieve satisfying
results.

OPPORTUNITIES

1) A void in the supply side of Swedish as second
language education.

2) Increasing labor cost.
3) Decreasing interest for teaching jobs.

THREATS

1) Other educational tools can be provided faster due
to less development time or training time.

Judging from the analysis, RALL may not be applicable
as a short term solution to the current shortage of Swedish
second language teachers and other methods that are faster
and require less resources might be far more appropriate.
However, RALL in the long term might still be worth de-
velopment as it could benefit the second language learning
fields due to the in-depth learning benefit it can bring. As
RALL can provide a better immersive teaching experience
that could provide education at the level of teachers while
being cheaper on the long-term, RALL in the long-term is a
suitable solution compared to the competition.

7.6 Conclusion

Both approaches taken were able to respond to user input
despite the responses mediocrity. As such, the hypothesis in
which the selection-based method would successfully give
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dynamic robot utterances was false. However, the research
shows promise regarding a rule-based approach and fur-
ther research has to be conducted for the method to be
viable. Regarding whether RALL is suitable for the current
educational situation in Sweden, judging from the lack of
teachers in SFI and the urgent need for teaching methods in
SFI, virtual agents might be a more appropriate alternative
to RALL. However, if successfully developed, RALL shows
potential to be an effective educational tool, as it can provide
education through a more immersive interaction compared
to virtual agents.
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